Grade 3
TIME ON ICE
Overview

Math Learning Objective: I can measure time in intervals
using addition, subtraction, and comparison. (~45 minutes)

Hockey is an unusually fast sport:
players are on the ice for shifts
that usually last for less than one
minute and the puck moves so
quickly that a split second can
change a game. This lesson
focuses on player time on ice to
allow students to work with time
intervals.

Materials
• Washington Capitals handouts:
Caps Time on Ice Stats, Caps
Time on Ice Challenges
• Scratch paper
• Writing utensils

Essential Question
Are there standard times on ice
for hockey players?

Standards
CCSS 3.MD.A.1 Tell and write time to the
nearest minute and measure time
intervals in minutes. Solve word problems
involving addition and subtraction of time
intervals in minutes, e.g., by representing
the problem on a number line diagram.

Warm Up
1. How long is a long time? Establish a game of SIDES: Tell
students that one side of the room stands for the answer “a long
time” and one side of the room stands for the answer “a short
time.” (Hang paper signs on respective sides of the room, if
necessary.) Students are to move to the side of the room of the
answer they have for each of your upcoming examples.
2. Begin the game and read out the following activities, one at a
time, giving enough time for students to move to their chosen answer
(add activities, if desired; allow students to add activities):
• One hour
•
Cleaning your room
•

One year

•

Recess

3. Explain that NHL players generally go out on the ice for shifts of
less than one minute at a time. It sounds short but is exhausting since
they are being very active.
4. Have students attempt something such as standing on one foot or
not smiling (choose an activity appropriate for your students) for one
minute to give them a sense of the amount of time.
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Activity
1. Play a few minutes of a Washington Capitals game (available in
the digital version of this lesson or at www.washingtoncapitals.com)
and have students take particular notice of how often the players go
on and off the ice (each turn on the ice is known as a shift.)

Differentiation
Support
• Warm up with a review of basic

addition and/or number lines
• Mark the points and/or

numbers on the number line in
advance and have students fill
in the player names
Challenge
• Have students look for patterns

in the time on ice stats list and
see if they can make
assumptions about which
players play on the same line
or with each other as defensive
partners

2. Talk to the students about different sports and how often and for
how long players in various sports are on the field or court. For
instance, in baseball, players take turns at bat: one player might
spend a few minutes at bat and running bases while other players are
waiting their turn in the dugout; in soccer, a player might be on the
field for the entire game. (Exact timing is not important; the idea is to
get students thinking about how time on the playing surface is
allocated.)
3. Tell students that the amount of time a player is on the ice in a
hockey game is referred to as “time on ice.” If a regulation hockey
game offers 60 minutes of playing time (20 minutes per period), each
player (with the exception of the goalie, usually) is on the ice for
only a portion of that time.
4. Distribute the handouts Caps Time on Ice Stats and Caps Time on
Ice Challenges and lead a discussion about the information on the
handouts.
5. Give the students enough time to complete the activities on the
handout Caps Time on Ice Challenges. Circulate throughout the
room while students are completing the assignment to offer support.

Extensions
• Have students watch a game

and, using a stopwatch, track a
particular player’s time on ice
and compare it to the official
statistical report after the game
to see how close they got
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Assessment
1. Check the completed handouts: Caps Time on Ice Challenges.
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Grade 3
CAPS TIME ON ICE STATS
Hockey players take shifts on the ice that usually last under one minute. TOI
stands for Time on Ice and is kept in minutes and seconds.

Capitals vs. Maple Leafs
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Capitals vs. Canadiens

Grade 3

NAME __________________________

CAPS TIME ON ICE CHALLENGES
Use the information on the CAPS TIME ON ICE STATS page to answer the
questions.
For each question, make a number line on scratch paper and mark the details for the
question. Then, use addition, subtraction, or comparison to answer the question.
1. How much time on ice did John Carlson have in the game against Toronto? __________
2. Which player had the most time on ice in both games? ____________________________
3. How much total time on ice did Karl Alzner have in both games? ____________________
4. Did Nicklas Backstrom have more time on ice against Toronto or Montreal? ___________
5. Marcus Johansson had almost the exact same time on ice in both games. How many
more seconds did he have on ice in the game against Montreal? ___________________
6. How much total time on ice did Braden Holtby have in the game against Toronto?
________________
BONUS QUESTIONS
Goalies usually play an entire game. What do you think might have happened in the game
against Montreal, when Holtby had 59 minutes and 53 seconds on ice? What about those other
7 seconds? (Knowledge of hockey is important for this question — get support from your
classmates, teacher, or a research source, if you need it.)

______________________________________________________________________
Nicklas Backstrom had 19 minutes and 19 seconds on ice during the game against Toronto —
there is something kind of cool about that timing. Can you figure out the cool fact?

______________________________________________________________________
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